
SEVA SCHEER 

Born Seva Leah Silberstein 1/20/18 in Piotrkow Poland.  One brother born ~1911, Yanke Yitzhik, 
named after grandfather.  Other grandfather was Emanuel Milshtein.  Father Mendel and 
mother Rivkah.  Moved to Lodz ~1926.  Parents imported coffee, tea and cocoa and sold it 
retail.  Mother had 4 sisters and a brother, all perishing  along with her parents and brother.  
Very  religious.  Father was Baal Tefilah, a cantor.  She went to Bet Yaakov girls school.  Learned 
Hebrew.  Germans came to Lodz (later Litmanstadt) 1939.  Germans took apartment and 
valuables from Jews.  Poles no better, very antisemitic.  Put in ghetto 1940.  Father tried to get 
them out to return to Piotrkow but failed and he was never heard from again.  Scheer got job in 
a factory making coats for pilots.  Mother was taken in the middle if the night and disappeared.  
She had to wait in line for bread and saw people “swollen with hunger.”  In 1942 she and 
brother put in prison but somehow got out and came back to the ghetto.  She bartered bread 
for vitamins to help brother recover from malnutrition, but he was taken soon thereafter.  July, 
1942 she was taken to Auschwitz after Birkenau and Ravensbruck, and then to a work camp, 
Mauthausen, with 500 girls.  Worked in weapons factory in underground bunker.  Had to walk 
20km to/from factory each day.  She had a job weighing small parts while other girls exposed to 
and made sick from using a benzene wash.  Slept 4 to a bunk.  As Allies approached, camp shut 
down and she was taken to Bergen Belsen ~Yom Kippur 1944.  Endured typhus and TB.  
Americans came and fed prisoners Spam which caused some to die.  She was taken to Folke 
Bernadotte Hospital in Sweden to recover.  In Sweden 5 years, met husband (Polish) and had a 
son.  Came to US 1951. 

 

Went to a Gathering of Holocaust Survivors in DC to try to find brother, unsuccessfully.  Still 
believes in God and Judaism and family raised strict Orthodox. 
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